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We welcome these new members:
Daniel Welch from Chelmsford
H Bamford from Danbury
Norma Mills from Tiptree
Barry Cerson from Little Wakering
Irene Allen from Langford
Frangipani Stand Up Paddle Boards from Maldon
Geoffrey Partridge from South Woodham Ferrers
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We welcome members’ photos, articles and other contributions to Coates’
Cuttings. Please e-mail them to nl@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk or post them
to Windmill Pasture, Little Waltham Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 7TG.
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Editor’s column
Writing this in the last stages of the process
of the Tetris-like process of fitting the
available material into the right number of
pages, I am determined to keep it short. Lots
of things seem to have happened since the last issue, and even more
is at the planning stage, which is all very encouraging.
The first article is concerned, in broad terms, with hanging on to our
navigational heritage in the midst of the mini building-boom which is
getting started in Mid-Essex, and as we can see from submitted
photos, the effects can also be seen, albeit temporarily, right in the
heart of the conservation area. The huge concrete pipes to take away
all those “products” which we would prefer not to think about, from
all those new homes, with their dream bathrooms, need to be laid in
the ground! Hopefully, by next year, the fields and meadows will
have re-colonised the area above, and nobody need mention it again!
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Unveiling the Timber Stack
and what it means to a “Chelmsford lad”.

When it comes to having fun, on the Chelmer, we don’t need much
of an excuse. So when we were presented with a chance to get
involved in another day of fun in Springfield Basin, who could
resist?
The Timber Stack is both a seat, upon which the weary can rest and
contemplate the water, and a unique and award winning piece of
public art, which reflects the history of the area. For more than two
hundred years, the area now known as Indigo Wharf was a timber
yard. It owed its existence to the Navigation, and up until the 1970s
timber was unloaded here from the lighters on the Navigation.
Kathryn Sumroy’s design is part sculpture, part furniture, part
heritage interpretation. In a city which is in the sort of rapid flux
which Chelmsford finds itself in, it is those fragments of heritage
which let us still know who we are, and future generations know
where we came from.
The timber stack itself presents something of a paradox. This
particular piece of street furniture could so easily have just been a
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bog-standard park bench. But this is so much more. The irregular
shape invites innovation in the simple act of sitting. Is it a seat? A
table? A climbing frame perhaps? A sculpture? Demanding
acceptance as all of these things, it invokes a past time when the
Navigation was in daily use bringing timber into Chelmsford. The
arrow straight Springfield
Cut terminated in a
largely unknown canal
basin, which was entirely
surrounded by the vast
storage sheds and noisy
sawmills
of Browns
Timber yard. Over the
years this business had
grown to surround the
canal basin entirely, to
the point where beyond the clues of the road names “Wharf Road”
and “Navigation Road” there was no discernable evidence of any
body of water at all, unless you ventured deep into the Browns
complex! There is no doubt that the amenity value of the Basin
today, with the broad waterside walkways and moored boats, is
vastly improved, with the promise of being even better in the future.
But of course without the industrial past, The Basin would not be
there in the first place. When gazing at the modern attractive
residential developments, which are seemingly replacing the
industrial relics all over the City, it is difficult to escape the
conclusion that the transition of the Chelmsford’s industries from
radio electronics, ball-bearings and agricultural market, to providing
overnight accommodation for London office workers, is all but
complete!
It is perhaps now all the more appropriate to be reminded that one of
the earliest ways for Chelmsford to gain access to the capital, on an
industrial scale, was by water. Not directly of course. Back in the
day, cargos would have to be transhipped, at least once, into the
larger vessels capable of quickly slipping around the coast to the
Thames and London.
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Now that London is more commonly reached via road and rail, the
focus of activity on the river has shifted to sport, leisure and general
enlightenment. The Timber Stack fits into this picture. Seen alone, it
is a diminutive pile of lumber. Passers by could be forgiven for
wondering when it would be assembled! But placed in context, it
provides a historic perspective to the canal basin, with a quirkiness
which demands attention and, perhaps, original thought.
So how about the Canal Fun Day and the unveiling event itself? For
those of us involved in organising it, an intense burst of activity after
quite a few days in the planning. The whole event was a joint effort
of developers Taylor Wimpey, artist Zoe Chamberlain, Essex
Waterways and the Chelmer Canal Trust. Thanks must also go to
Oasis Church, the boaters from Sandford, and Trinity Road Primary
School. Not to forget the designer; Kathryn Sumroy.
For the younger ones Kathy Brown of Discovery Games, had created
a new treasure hunt around Chelmsford’s waterways, especially for
the occasion, starting and
ending at Springfield Basin.
There was also a colouring
competition,
which
was
enthusiastically
supported.
Other activities included brass
rubbing, partly facilitated by
the renewed availability of our
blue plaques. Perhaps the most
inspired of these was an
opportunity for anyone to make their own model “Timber Stack”. It
was interesting that while some let their imaginations run wild,
others wanted to create an exact replica, presumably blessed by the
designer!
No event at Springfield Basin would be complete without visiting
boats. The barge Julie was visiting The Basin especially for the
occasion. Julie has the distinction of being one of the last barges
which actually delivered timber to this wharf. She is still in use as a
maintenance boat on the Navigation. Blackwater boats ran public
boat trips and the enthusiastic boaters from Sandford Mill came up to
enjoy the April sunshine, the atmosphere, and the music of local
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band, “D'Ukes – The finest ukulele
band in the universe!” according to
their website. A bold claim perhaps,
but they were very good!
The Oasis Church, temporarily
occupying the Waterfront Place
building, played enthusiastic hosts to
the indoor activities, and provided a
fantastic spread of tea and cakes. The
Chelmer Canal Trust put on our
exhibition and movie show. We were joined in the exhibition space
by the Inland Waterways Association, The Susan Trust and of course
the designers of the Timber Stack. Outside, the Stand-Up paddle
board school from Hoe Mill were drumming up business, and of
course Taylor Wimpey were signing up new residents for the
attractive new build waterside accommodation.
All in all, it was a good day out.
The Mayor, after touring the
various exhibits, and enquiring
about the proposals for the new
cut, added that essential piece of
ceremonial dignity, as only a
public official with a full chain of
office can, with an eloquent
unveiling
speech,
and
the
inevitable
official
photo
opportunity. A new information
board close by, laying out the historical context, was also unveiled.
Perhaps the real value of the day will turn out to be the legacy.
Chelmsford has a valuable asset in the rivers and waterways of the
City centre, and this needs to be cherished and publicised, and not
squandered and devalued. For those of us who live, shop, work, play
and breathe in this City, it deserves to be something special.
Chelmsford is, after all, our City. That means something, and
hopefully it always will.
William Marriage.
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Beeleigh Weir and the Great Decline in Eels

Beeleigh weir and lock
One sunny day in May many years ago I took a walk across Beeleigh
Weir to find out what was causing such a commotion amongst the
Artic terns and gulls: they were swooping down to snatch something
off the weir face. At the furthest corner of the weir in the slackest
current was a black wriggling ribbon – thousands of young eels
(elvers) were climbing over one another to form an eel bridge, all
trying to reach the freshwater at the top. This sight brought back
memories to a visit to Sharpness on the River Severn, where I had
bought a small booklet which told how the baby eels there, had been
harvested and eaten by the local population for centuries. They had
been prized as a great delicacy and much sought after: Henry VIII
was known to have been a big fan.
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I was reminded of this when this year in May when I bumped into
staff from the Environment Agency, who were looking at eel traps
that they had set on Beeleigh Falls. They told me that they were
counting the eels as part of a European-wide survey, as they arrived
from the estuary. Their technique was to position a small hosepipe up
which the eels could wriggle from the salt water, at the bottom of the
falls to the freshwater at the top where they dropped into an
underwater tank.

The eel passes (red pipe) at
Beeleigh Falls

The bottom of Beeleigh Falls

The life cycle of the eel is shrouded in mystery. We know that elvers
arrive in our estuaries in late spring, and once they reach freshwater
rivers and lakes they grow into eels. Some will live for forty years.
When their time comes to reproduce, they make their way, usually in
autumn, back to the sea and swim across to the western Atlantic in
the region of Mexico; the Sargasso Sea has been thought to be their
breeding grounds. The eggs laid there hatch into minute
leptocephalus, and become part of the drifting plankton – a vital
constituent of the food chain of our seas. They drift on ocean currents
which bring them to our estuaries, where they turn into transparent
baby glass eels. Baby eels are not like the young of salmon which
return to their home waters, but are wanderers and can turn up
anywhere they sense freshwater. The glass eels grow into baby
elvers, and it is these that were (are) trying to climb up the Beeleigh
falls and weir. Studies carried out on some UK populations have
shown that larger numbers of the smaller male elvers arrive on the
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west coast while fewer, bigger females prefer the east coast - another
of nature’s mysteries.
The European Union fishery departments have noted the rapid
decline in eels across Europe over the last 30 years, and have
implemented a special directive to find out the reasons for this. There
are some obvious culprits: their habitat has been reduced since World
War Two, lowland rivers have been drained, straightened and
channelled, modern flood defences have been built preventing
upstream passage, and pesticides in agriculture and heavy metals in
industry have polluted the water. We have examples of all of these in
the catchments of the rivers Chelmer and Blackwater.
The Environmental Agency monitoring station at Beeleigh Falls on
the River Chelmer is just one of the UK’s 300 eel survey sites.
Numbers recorded here have been low, since 2002, but there was a
dramatic change last year when 39,850 elvers were recorded. These
results were repeated across Europe. The elver invasion on the River
Severn this year caused so much local excitement, that they became a
major national news item. The BBC2’s recent Springwatch
programme featured the Severn’s elver monitoring programme and
confirmed that the population there had been depleted by 85%, but
that this year there had been a massive increase. They preferred to
catch their samples in nets at midnight when there was a full moon there’s dedication for you! They send the catch to eel traders
upstream and some to special breeding locations from where they
were distributed around the country. They stressed the importance of
providing special ladders to encourage elver migration upstream.
One theory put forward for the sudden increase in numbers this year
was the movement of the jet stream southwards, which brought the
waters of the Gulf Stream and its plankton load further south.
Eels are an integral part of the aquatic food chain as well as being
prized as jellied eels by East Londoners. The sudden reappearance of
eels after so long an absence, deepens the mystery of the eel life
cycle. It would seem that there might be another fascinating twist to
this story, which once revealed will be of great help to our
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conservationists, and not just for eel populations. Beeleigh Falls and
the River Chelmer are making an important contribution in the
search for answers. We will be watching developments with great
interest.
Further Information on the EA website at:
www.environment-agency.gov.uk/eels
.
________________________________

Drinking Water in the Rivers Chelmer and Blackwater
Teresa Meadows, the Essex and Suffolk Water’s Rivers
Catchment officer for the rivers Chelmer and
Blackwater gave a talk on the above subject to
members and friends on June 3rd at Langford and
Ulting Village Hall.
Teresa reminded us that Essex is the driest county in the country – its
total annual rainfall being equivalent to that of Jerusalem - last winter
excepted! Essex and Suffolk Water are in partnership with Anglian
Water to ensure that the water in the seventy two rivers and streams
in the catchment is clean enough to be used for drinking water.
Her task is to advise farmers and land owners on best practice in the
use of pesticides and fertilisers while Anglian Water deals with the
storage and disposal of industrial and household waste.
Livestock can cause pollution problems but Essex is mainly an arable
farming area and the main pollutant is pesticides in the form of spray
or pellets. Pellets are used to deter slugs. Pellets with a phosphate
base are not too harmful but those which contain Metaldehyde are
more difficult to combat. The recent heavy rainfalls made Teresa’s
job more difficult as it encouraged more slugs and pesticide residues
– the modern land drains fed solubles into the rivers more quickly
than usual.
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Effects of cattle trampling and potential pollution
on an unfenced bank on the river Chelmer
Limits are set by national and European bodies on acceptable levels
of these pollutants. A measurement of 0.1 micrograms per litre is
used. In order to appreciate how small this is a comparison was made
to the number of baked beans in one can. The 0.1 microgram limit in
baked bean terms would amount to one bean in 21 million cans!
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Precautionary measures are taken on farms to contain pesticide
spillage by building a bunded area on which crop sprayers are stored
and filled - the smallest drip is captured. Farms are encouraged to
construct a special filter - a biobed - so that run off from farm
machinery can be captured. This is based on the method pioneered in
Sweden which filters effluent through sand, gravel and compost. The
chemicals themselves are stored in locked containers. Spray drift
areas are identified and buffer strips made on field margins. In
farming the aim is to keep as much rainfall and solubles on the land
as possible. Excessive rainfall makes this more difficult but nitrate
levels in the Chelmer have nevertheless been kept below the
acceptable level. Satisfactory phosphate levels have been more
difficult to achieve.
Good husbandry is a key to success. Soils must be improved so that
they retain and absorb solubles. Leaving fields bare in winter is not
encouraged.
Workshops are organised for farmers so that they can learn about
new developments, good practice, and the availability of grants and
how to apply for them; this permits work areas in farms to be
concreted, biobeds to be constructed, and fencing along riversides
subsidised.
Questions were raised by the audience: about the safety of the water
for water sports activities, the quality of the treated effluent
disgorging into the Navigation above Hoe Mill, and the use of
glysophate to combat pennywort on the upper Blackwater.
________________________________

The Sandford Boating Club.
The Canal Trust’s working parties on the Navigation have been
greatly strengthened by the help of boat owners at Sandford Mill
lock. Over the winter they have turned out in force, joining other
volunteers, to weed out the pennywort in nearby ditches, before it
spreads into the main waterway. It has not been easy work, plenty of
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mud and wading, but they have been undaunted by the inhospitable
conditions: on one session they had to cope with a major flood. We
have been very pleased to welcome some of them as new Trust
members.
The group, led by Ray O’Shea, has made regular boating expeditions
to Heybridge Basin. Such trips, while being enjoyable in their own
right, ensure that the Navigation and its locks are used for boating,
which is what it was built for. A trip from Sandford to Heybridge
Basin ensures that all the locks are kept in working order and don’t
stand idle for too long, dry out and start to leak.
This Easter six Club boats made the journey in brilliant sunshine they deserved this extra benefit for their enterprise and enthusiasm.
Spring sun bestows a magical quality on the waterway. Everyone
basked in it and blessed their luck. The trip was rounded off with a
visit to the Old Ship in the Basin, where some fifteen boaters were
well served by “mine host”. A very pleasant evening was enjoyed by
all.

On the way home. Lunch break at Tesco’s landing stage
No boating trip is complete without a minor hiccup. This one
promised to be a major one. On the trip downstream the paddles on
the lower lock at Ricketts failed. The implications were that the boats
would be “locked out” on the way home. Use of the emergency
telephone number supplied by Essex Waterways solved the problem.
To the group’s great relief they met Eve, Martin and Michael,
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E.W.L’s staff, waiting for them at Ricketts. They fixed the problem
and soon got the lock back in working order. Great relief and
heartfelt thanks all round. A rapid response on a Bank Holiday was
so impressive. The Sandford Boat Club said “A BIG THANK YOU”
for a first class service. It’s also a reminder that things are changing
for the better on the Navigation under its new management.
Another bank holiday boat trip from Sandford to Heybridge Basin is
planned for August 24th. Remember that it’s easier travelling as a
group. The locks are a complete doddle.
All are welcome. Perhaps some boats from Paper Mill and Hoe Mill
would like to join them? Or come for the get together in The Old
Ship If so contact Ray O’Shea: reo2702@hotmail.com:
07941489533 to book your place – at the table at least.
________________________________

Rushes Lock Frolics

Sunday the 22nd June2014.

Our little barbecue event for boaters took place at Rushes Lock. We
chose Rushes because, apart from being gorgeous, it is close to the
centre point of the Navigation, and equidistant from two popular
mooring sites. The day was perfect, and a powerful reminder of why
we are all so infatuated with the Chelmer and Blackwater.
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For a relatively remote
part of the Navigation, it
can get very busy. We
were joined by a number
of other groups and
families who had also
come out to enjoy the
waterway. There are no
roads or car parking
anywhere close to this
lock, so we were
impressed and delighted
to see the number of
people who had come out
to enjoy what the river
has to offer. Canoeists,
boaters, sun-worshipers,
picnickers, ramblers and
hikers all were enjoying
our special ribbon of
water. Even swimmers!
The group of river users,
frowned
upon
but
tolerated
by
the
navigation authorities for
as long as anyone can
remember, and even
before
that,
were
enthusiastically plunging
into the water, making
huge splashes, on this
occasion, well away from
any one who would
object to being splashed,
so a good time was had
by all.
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Mention must also be made
of the fiendishly hard 10
clue treasure hunt set up
around the lock. To our
eternal shame, none of the
attendees got all of the
questions right, although
there was some lively
debate over some of the
controversial answers!
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“Susan”, the Last Surviving Wooden Lighter

Stern view: new keel, cross members and uprights in place

The lighter Susan has been used on the Navigation since 1953. She
was pensioned off in the early 1960’s but not before she was fitted
with an inboard engine and held briefly the distinction being the first
lighter to be motorised. She successfully delivered timber from
Heybridge Basin to Brown’s wharf in Chelmsford for a number of
years to be eventually superseded by replica steel barges fitted with
Fordson tractor outboard engines.
Susan was left to moulder away in a creek at Little Baddow until she
was rescued by enlightened volunteers who began a series of
restoration projects which are still ongoing. The most recent restorers
have formed themselves into the Susan Charitable Trust and have
embarked on an ambitious restoration programme funded by
charitable donations. The aim is to make the vessel seaworthy again
and to use her as educational aid in the study of the Canal Age. As a
vintage boat she possess great local and regional interest and being
mobile will be able to visit local former ports of call along the
Navigation. She is descended from the lighters which used to unload
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timber from Baltic trading vessels prior to the Navigation’s
construction in 1793. Her final design was based upon the
shallowness of the proposed canal, 4ft draught, and the size of its
lock chambers, 17ft wide and 68ft long. (The size of the lock
chambers on the Navigation were thought to be based upon the size
of the lighters in use on the estuary)

New upright beams fitted. Now for some new planking

On 25th March members of both the Susan Trust and Chelmer Canal
Trust travelled to the St Osyth boatyard to inspect the progress on the
restoration works that are being carried out there. Rotted timber has
been removed and new timber fitted. It is a very time consuming task
and very encouraging progress is being made. To the untutored eye
the skeleton of a boat minus its covering is rather dramatic. Where
would you begin! Thankfully the Susan Trust has carefully planned
the stages in a systematic way which will see the restoration brought
to fruition. Money has been found to fund the early stages of the
work but more will be needed to complete it. All donations towards
this will be welcomed.
The Susan Trust fundraiser: David Goodrich: 01245 265010
j.d.goodridge@btinterenet.com
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Has Dredging of Rivers Been Talked Up?
The flooding of much of the countryside this winter has been the
focus of much media and political attention. Once river flows have
returned to normal the attention and debate will move on to other
issues. Dredging as a means of flood prevention has been generally
accepted without considering the likely impact it would have on river
habitats, their wildlife, and also the great pleasure anglers, walkers,
boaters, canoeists and nature lovers derive from them. One hasn’t to
look too far from the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation to see
what has happened locally to the Stour under the management of the
Environment Agency; they have created deep channels with high
banks where once there were water meadows with fast flowing
gravelled bottom streams. Sadly such post-war environmental
devastation was enacted on a national scale.
Dredging gouges out water plants where intricate life forms thrive. It
obliterates bank side vegetation and creates bare uniformity by
straightening, deepening, and canalising. The dragged out spoil
heaped on the bank often hides the water from view. Former
sparkling streams become soulless ditches which to be effective have
to be dredged repeatedly.
The present Environment Secretary exacerbated the situation when in
populist mode he stated last year: “the purpose of waterways is to get
rid of water”. Landowners were permitted to dredge rivers flowing
through their land. This type of knee jerk reaction to a problem by
politicians is seen as a positive action and is supported by the
media.
The Environment Agency on its own website was more cautious
declaring that dredging can have only limited effect, that it can
worsen some situations and can cause “massive environmental
damage”. All dredging can really do is to increase the river’s
capacity by the amount dug out; a relatively trivial amount in the
scale of floods we have seen. What it will do is to speed more water
from a flooded area upstream to the next narrow section downstream.
Water which could have been lying harmlessly on open flood plains
is thus delivered to a once dry riverside community downstream.
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The dilemma for farmers, some of the most vociferous critics, is that
it is they who create the problem: the Department for Environment
and Rural Affairs says on its website that 75 per cent of silt in rivers
is produced by agricultural practices.

Topsoil silt being washed into the ditch at Baddow Meads
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Dredging may be effective as part of a river’s entire catchment which
utilises the water-storing capacities of uplands and lowland wetlands.
Additionally crops could be more judiciously sited to prevent soil
erosion, and flood plains could be preserved and developed. The
conserving properties of landscape will of course come under closer
scrutiny once drought follows flood. So concentration on this
conservation aspect in the future would seem to satisfy the long term
needs of water management.
This winter’s floods were caused by the heaviest rainfalls in the last
250 years. They were made worse by the long term destruction of
landscape features that would have slowed water down and stored it,
and the decades of building on the only routes left to the overflows as
they tried to reach the sea. It is hardly credible that recently, planning
regulations have been relaxed to allow more building on greenfield
sites.

Flood water debouching into the sea at Beeleigh
How far does the above analysis apply to the Chelmer and
Blackwater Navigation and its catchment? The Navigation itself is
already effectively canalised thus its ability to transfer flood water
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downstream at a prodigious rate is well known. Fortunately most of
it debouches into the sea at Maldon. But, as discovered on the
Somerset levels high tides can at times form effective dams. We
have had problems with this phenomenon at Heybridge, where,
despite the installation of new chunkers and hydraulic pumps, more
flood prevention measures are to be carried out. Building on the
flood plain in this area was opposed, but warnings were ignored.
More building in the catchment will create more run off adding to the
millions of gallons running off the vast urban pavement of upstream
towns - Chelmsford, Braintree and Witham. Farmers have by and
large added to the problem by draining adjacent fields and ploughing
the flood plain for arable crops. The days of lush water meadows and
dairy herds have long gone, only one dairy herd remains, that at
Woodham Mortimer.
The rain water falling in the river basins of the Chelmer and
Blackwater is not, like in the past, conserved by landscape features.
Nowadays it is speedily drained into the river along with a generous
coating of topsoil. When the next deluge of rain and floods hits us
there will be, as at this time, many in politics and the media, looking
for a scapegoat - it’s the nature of any catastrophe these days. The
countryside has been managed to accommodate builders and farmers.
Its natural ability to cope with high rainfall levels has been
overlooked. As we are seeing, there is a severe price to pay.

Full flow of water
discoloured by the
silt being carried at
Beeleigh Lock
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Spotted along the Navigation

Himalayan Balsam!

This invasive plant out-competes native vegetation before dying back
in the winter, leaving the river banks vulnerable to soil erosion. The
seeds spread by exploding out from the plant and floating down
watercourses. We are gathering information on where this plant is
growing, particularly in upstream locations, with a view to removing
it without causing further spread. So please report any sightings to us
giving the most precise location you can.
If the seed pods have matured, then the advice is to not touch it, as
any disturbance may make the problem worse by inadvertently
causing more seeds to be released and transporting some to other
sites on your clothing and footwear. Each plant can produce up to
800 seeds.
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Above.
A family of swans on
the River Chelmer

Right.
Tunnel to be? These
new “Grey Water”
pipes queue for their
place underground near
Rushs Lock.
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The Chelmer Canal Trust – caring for the Navigation

Sunday 14th September
(10am to 4pm)

Treasure Hunts
(along the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation)

The first hunt starts at Paper Mill lock, and is a 3½ mile circular route around
the picturesque canal and farmland.
The second hunt starts at Heybridge Basin highlighting some of the history of
the canal, and finishes with a walk along the sea wall.
So pick the one which suits you!
(there is also a smaller, family-friendly version from Heybridge Basin)

Lots of fun and prizes to be won!
See if you can solve the clues and find the treasure!
Or just come along and enjoy the scenery!
To find out full details, please visit
www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
nearer the time.
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2014 Events
17th Aug

Sandford Mill “Open Days In August”
Their theme for Sunday 17 August will be Water
and Boats. CCT will provide a display

24th Aug

Boat Rally & BBQ – CANCELLED
(Due to anticipated overcrowding that weekend)

11&12 Sept Heritage Event Display at Sandford Mill
14th Sept

Chelmsford’s Heritage Open Days.
The public are invited to explore the Chelmer and
Blackwater Navigation, its towpath walks, locks
and mills. Chelmer Canal Trust will promote
walks starting from Paper Mill and Heybridge
Basin, and will site an historical display of
photographs at Sandford Museum. Thursday12th
September to Sunday15th September, all day
everyday. Additional information is available on:
www.heritageopendays.org

16th Sept

The AGM of the Chelmer Canal Trust.
Langford and Ulting Village Hall, 7:30 for 8pm.
The AGM will be followed at 8:30 with a talk by
local author Beryl Claydon.

25th Oct

A River Celebration
Part of the Chelmsford Ideas Festival. More
details to be announced.

25th Nov

Talk by Mark Iley, BA (Hons) MIEEM
Biodiversity Coordinator, Essex Wildlife Trust.
Mark will give a talk which will cover the efforts to
combat American Pennywort on the Blackwater
at Braintree. Langford and Ulting Village Hall, 730 for 8pm.
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Water Lilies at Sugar Bakers
Some useful phone numbers:
Essex Waterways Ltd - 01494 783453
(Operating the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation)
Graham Brown, General Manager – 07966 375351
Hugh Turner, Moorings Manager – 07910 558465
Martin Maudsley, Heybridge Basin – 07712 079764
Ron and Judith, Blackwater Boat Trips — 01206-853282
Heybridge Boat Trips — 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips — 01245 225520
Environment Agency —

General Enquiries: 08708 506 506 (Mon-Fri 8-6)
Incident hotline: 0800 807060 (Freephone* 24 Hour)

No articles may be copied or reprinted without the Editor’s consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not
agree with opinions expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an
official announcement unless stated otherwise and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the
newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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